


COST

DMS relies on advanced
technology like mul�ple camera
sensors, complex algorithms, and
powerful processors,
making the system expensive

ACCURACY & RELIABILITY

DMS algorithms such as those
for face detec�on, and eye gaze
mapping  are extremely
complex and need to be trained
on a diverse data set, for them
to work accurately and reliably

EASE OF INTEGRATION

DMS systems at a very basic
level consist of high speed
processors, sensors, and mul�ple
so�ware components which
need to be integrated into larger
autonomous solu�on

Introduc�on

PathPartner’s driver monitoring system, a licensable hardware  plus so�ware solu�on, provides reliable detec�on of 

driver drowsiness and in-a�en�on, using a single low-power camera inside the vehicle. Driver monitoring system 

uses hybrid combina�on of advanced facial analysis algorithms & deep learning models to assess the driver’s 

alertness and focus under challenging condi�ons. It provides informa�on like face-pose, eye-gaze, alertness 

levels, eye height, age & gender etc., making it an interes�ng component for wide range of 

Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) applica�ons.

PathPartner’s single camera based In-cabin personaliza�on solu�on

Introducing PathPartner’s Driver Monitoring System 

Applica�ons

Driver drowsiness, fa�gue, and distrac�on at the wheel are o�en the cause of serious accidents worldwide. It is 

es�mated that distracted driving is the number one cause of accidents in North America and one in five fatal accidents 

caused globally are due to driver fa�gue. According to a study done on driver state monitoring systems, accidents

can be reduced by 10-20% by adop�ng these systems. However, adop�on of driver monitoring system (DMS) 

is slowed down by several barriers

In-car driver safety
systems

Fleet management
solu�ons

Incabin 
personaliza�on
Solu�on





Why PathPartner Driver Monitoring System? 

Works under diverse opera�ng condi�ons - illumina�on, 
dark glasses, camera posi�on  
Works in real-�me with low latency and high accuracy

No costly components. U�lizes standard, readily 
available automo�ve grade pla�orms and cameras.
Flexible business models

Pla�orm agnos�c. Works on hybrid architectures including 
ARM, DSP, GPU,FPGA, & vision accelerators. 
Reference hardware solu�on available
Easy to customize and integrate  with well defined APIs

About PathPartner :
PathPartner is product R&D and engineering specialist. We help our clients develop, produc�ze, and maintain 
advanced technology products. With our full stack engineering services, re-usable solu�on accelerators, and 
an unparalleled experience in transforming innova�ve ideas into full-fledged products, PathPartner provides 
its clients the advantage of top-of-the-line technologies, superior performance and faster �me-to-market. With
extensive exper�se in embedded systems, computer vision, deep learning, mul�media and imaging 
technologies,PathPartner provides next-gen technology solu�ons to customers in automo�ve, internet of 
things, intelligent devices and digital media products domain.

PathPartner’s catalog of products and services for automo�ve industry con�nues to expand. 
To know more details and collaborate on next-gen products, please visit www.pathpartnertech.com
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Start a conversa�on
Write to us at marcom@pathpartnertech.com

In addi�on to DMS so�ware, PathPartner 
also provides a reference hardware solu�on 
based on Qualcomm’s Snapdragon™ 820 processor
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